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related matters, and other interested parties. Additionally, we v, :11 make copies
available to others upon request.
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William J. Anderson
Director



Executive Summary

Purpose Federal agencies collect and use virtually billions of records containing
personal information on individuals. The possession of such vast quanti-
ties of personal information has raised public and congressional con-
cerns over the ability to protect and balance the privacy of individuals
in relation to the information needs of government. This concern has
grown as expanding information technologies are providing for, faster,
broader, and less expensive access to these sensitive records.

GAO was requested by the Chairman, Subcommittee on Government
Information, Justice, and Agriculture, House Committee on Government
Operations, to examine agencies' implementation of the Privacy Act of
1974, the principal law aimed at protecting personal privacy. This
report provides an analysis of how agencies have (1) organized their
Privacy Act activities and (2) followed selected provisions of the act and
Office of Management and Budget (0m) implementing guidelines.

Background The Privacy Act of 1974 provides certain safeguards to individuals
against invasion of privacy by requiring federal agencies to establish
rules and procedures for maintaining and protecting personal data in
agency record systems.

A basic premise of the law is that information about individuals should
not be maintained in secret files. With some exceptions, individuals have
the right to (1) know what records pertaining to them are collected,
maintained, used, and disseminated by the agencies; (2) have access to
agencies' infoimation pertaining to them and to amend or correct the
information; and (3) prevent information obtained by agencies for a spe-
cific purpose from being disclosed for another purpose without their
consent.

The act also requires agencies to insure that any records of identifiable
personal information they maintain are for necessary and relevant pur-
poses, that they are current and accurate for their intended uses, and
that adequate safeguards are provided to prevent misuse of such infor-
mation. Each agency is responsible for implementing the act with guid-
ance and oversight from OMB. (See pp. 8 to 10.)

GAO examined organizational issues at 13 Cabinet-level departments and
the Veterans Administration and reviewed Privacy Act operations in
detail at six of these agencies and 37 of their components.

Page 2 GAO/GGD-86107 Privacy Act Implementation
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Results in Brief Agencies have taken highly decentralized approaches to implementing
the law and often have not established clear lines of responsibility and
accountability for Privacy Act functions. All of the 14 agencies had Pri-
vacy Act officers or their equivalent; however, the officers' limited
responsibilities and resources indicated that they did not exercise the
oversight originally envisioned by OMB. At the six agencies GAO reviewed
in detail, impmvements were needed in adhering to OMB guidance
relating to such activities as computer matching programs, risk assess-
ments, evaluations, and training.

Clearer Responsibility and
Accountability Needed

The degree to which Privacy Act responsibilities were clearly delineated
and accountability established varied widely among the agencies. Three
of the 14 agencies did not have agencywide directives specifying respon-
sibilities. The other 11 agencies had published directives, but they gen-
erally lacked detail and specificity. For example, Privacy Act functions
such as computer matching, compliance evaluations, and training were
frequently not addressed in the directives. (See pp. 15 to 17.)

Privacy Act Officers Have
Limited Roles

The position of Privacy Act officer was established to provide coordina-
tion and oversight of Privacy Act implementation. GAO's analysis of
agency directives and position descriptions, however, showed that sig-
nificant functions such as ensuring compliance and providing Privacy
Act training were not always assigned. Even if these and other responsi-
bilities were assigned, it is doubtful that the Privacy Act officers could
carry them out given the resources made available to them. These indi-
viduals generally held mid-level management positions and conducted
Privacy Act activities on a part-time basis, in 10 agencies less than half-
time. Five officers had no staff resources. Of the nine who had assist-
ants, seven had fewer than the full-time equivalent of 1 staff. (See pp.
18 to 22.)

Many Improvements
Needed at the Six Agencies
Reviewed in Detail

While OMB asks agencies to conduct detailed risk assessments for newly
created or modified record systems to assure security and confidenti-
ality, the six agencies in GAO'S detailed review could provide evidence of
an assessment for only 1 of 27 record systems. Five of the six agencies
did not report accurate data to OMB on the extent of their computer
matching activities. In addition, of 26 computer matching programs, 6
did not follow OMB guidance. The training needs of the hundreds of indi-
viduals responsible for Privacy Act compliance had not been assessed or
provided in a systematic manner. The agencies did not routinely conduct

Page 3 GAO/GGD-86-107 Privacy Act Implementation



internal evaluations of Privacy Act operations. Where matching and
other activities related to the Privacy Act were conducted, Privacy Act
officers at both agency and component levels were frequently unaware
of and uninvolved in them. (See ch. 3.)

Recommendations Because of OMB'S key role in managing executive branch operations and
in light of the responsibilities assigned to it by the Privacy Act, GAO
makes a number of recommendations to OMB for improvement in over-
sight, agency evaluation, and OMB guidelines pertaining to such activities
as computer matching programs. (See pp. 48 to 49.)

Agency Comments OMB said it believes GAO'S recommendations are reasonable and has been
working to implement some of them. OMB'S other comments concerned
such areas as the Paperwork Reduction Act, the role of Privacy Act
officers in relation to senior officials, and the impact of concurrent
responsibilities on Privacy Act officers' duties. (See pp. 49 to 50.)

6
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The Privacy Act of 1974 (Public Law 93-579) was enacted on December
31, 1974, and became effective on September 27, 1975. This legislation
established governmentwide standards to protect the privacy of per-
sonal information. Because the government is one of the largest users of
personal information, the Congress recognized the need to protect the
ordinary individual from potentially abusive powers of government
while ensuring that the government would have the information it
needed to operate its many programs. In 1983, federal agencies reported
maintaining about 4,700 systems of records that have been estimated to
contain personal information on virtually everyone in the country.

After oversight hearings conducted in June 1983, the Chairman, Sub-
committee on Government Information, Justice, and Agriculture, House
Committee on Government Operations, requested that we review agen-
cies' implementation of the Privacy Act of 1974. The 1983 hearings
focused on OMB's responsibilities under the act for providing guidance
and oversight to agencies.

Agencies'
Responsibilities Under
the Privacy Act

The Privacy Act provides safeguards against the misuse of personal
information by requiring federal agencies to establish rules and proce-
dures for maintaining and protecting personal data in agency record
systems.

A basic premise of the law is that information about individuals should
not be maintained in secret files. Agencies are required to publish in the
Federal Register various data relevant to all of their systems of records
containing information about individuals. A system of records is defined
by the act as any group of records under the control of an agency from
which information is retrieved by an individual's name or some identi-
fying number or symbol or other identifying particular assigned to the
individual. Information to be published in the Federal Register includes
a description of the categories of records maintained, the types of
sources for the information, and purposes of the records.

Upon request, an agency must permit the subject of a record to gain
access to and copy the record. An individual disagreeing with the con-
tents of the record may request it be amended. If the request is denied,
or not satisfactorily resolved, the individual may appeal the decision to
a higher level in the agency. Then, if the matter is still unresolved, the
individual may appeal the matter to a district court and/or place a state-
ment of disagreement in the record. The agency is required to distribute
the statement of disagreement with all subsequent disclosures of the
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record and to any person or agency to whom disclosures of the record
have previously been made.

Individual records contained in a system of records may not be disclosed
to others by an agency unless the subject of the record agrees or the
disclosure is specifically permitted by the act. The act lists 12 categories
of permissible disclosures, examples of which are: disclosures to agency
employees who have a need for the record in the performance of their
duties; disclosures to the Congress, the courts, and the General
Accounting Office; and disclosures for a routine use. Routine use is
defined in the act as the use of a record compatible with the purpose for
which the record was collected. Routine uses must be described in the
published descriptions of systems in the Federal Register.

Other provisions of the act require that agencies

maintain only personal information that is relevant and necessary to
accomplish a legal purpose of the agency;
collect personal information to the greatest extent practicable directly
from the subject when the use of the information may result in an
adverse determination;
inform each individual asked to supply personal information of the
authority for the request, the principal purpose for which the informa-
tion will be used, any routine uses, the consequences of failing to pro-
vide the requested information, and whether the disclosure is
mandatory or voluntary;
maintain records with such accuracy, relevance, timeliness, and com-
pleteness as are reasonably necessary to assure fairness when the infor-
mation is disseminated;
maintain no records describing how any individual exercises rights
guaranteed by the First Amendment (religion, beliefs, or association)
unless expressly authorized by statute or unless the records are perti-
nent to authorized law enforcement activities;
establish appropriate administrative, technical, and physical safeguards
to insure the security and confidentiality of records;
sell or rent mailing lists only when specifically authorized by law; and
promulgate rules to implement these provisions.

The act permits systems of records maintained by the Central Intelli-
gence Agency and agencies involved in law enforcement to be exempted
from many of its provisions. Other, more limited, exemptions are per-
mitted for systems of records that contain classified information, statis-
tical data, or information from confidential sources. The exemption

1 0 GAO/VW430407 Privacy Act Implementation
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111Mt
The Role of the Office
of Management and
Budget

provisions, however, are not mandatory; they apply to a system of
records only when specifically invoked by the head of an agency.

Agencies are subject to civil suit, and government employees may be
penalized up to $5,000 when damages occur as a result of willful or
intentional criminal action violating any individual's rights under the
act.

While each federal agency is primarily responsible for its implementa-
tion of the Privacy Act, the act makes OMB responsible for providing
overall guidance, regulations, and oversight. The act also requires the
President to submit an annual report, prepared by OMB, to the House and
Senate giving a consolidated view of Privacy Act activities of the federal
agencies. OMB's oversight role is also included in the Paperwork Reduc-
tion Act of 1980. This act provides a framework to aid federal agencies
in the management of information resources and cites that the privacy
functions of OMB include monitoring compliance with the Privacy Act.

OMB Guidelines and Other
Instructions

The Privacy Act authorizes OMB to issue regulations for agencies to
follow; however, OMB has chosen to limit its instructions to guidelines
and circulars, having a somewhat less authoritative effect than regula-
tions. Examples of ma's guidelines and circulars follow.

In July 1975, OMB issued Privacy Act Iniplementation Guidelinesa sec-
tion-by-section discussion of the aft and its requirentents with refer-
ences to the act's legislative history. omr, delegated responsibility for
issuing additional guidance on specific Privacy Act subjects to other
agencies. For example, the Secretary of Commerce (National Bureau of
Standards) was delegated responsibility for issuing standards and guide-
lines on computer security.
Also in July 1975, OMB published Circular No. A-108, Responsibilities for
the Maintenance of Records About Individuals by Federal Agencies. This
circular defined agency responsibilities for implementing the act,
including meeting the publication requirements, providing adequate
safeguards over personal records, and establishing a program for peri-
odically reviewing policies and practices to assure compliance with the
act.
In March 1979, OMB issued Guidelines for the Conduct of Matching Pro-
grams which instructed agencies on how to collect, mail ttain, and dis-
close personal information when using a computer to identify

t
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individuals whose records appear in more than one set of records. In
May 1982, OMB revised the guidelines. It eliminated some provisions
such as conducting cost/benefit analyses before conducting a computer
matching program. It also added provisions such Is instructing agencies
to enter into written agreements with other participating agencies out-
lining how systems of records would be protected in matching programs.
In December 1985, OMB issued Circular No. A-130, MaLui ement of Fed-
eral Information Resources. This circular, a general policy framework
for information management, superseded Circular No. A-108 and
replaced it with Appendix I entitled Federal A erg_acy.Responsibilitiv for
MaintainingRecors About Individuals. The appendix restated agency
responsthilities and specified in greater detail the type and frequency of
reviews that agencies need to conduct to ensure compliance with the Pri-
vacy Act.
In February 1986, OMB announced its intention to comprehensively
review and update its Privacy Act guidance. It requested suggestions for
needed changes from Privacy Act experts and practitioners. OMB plans
to publish revised guidelines for public comment in December 1986.

Oversight Provided by OMB The Privacy Act also assigned OMB the responsibility to provide contin-
uing assistance to and oversight of the act's implementation by the agen-
cies. In meeting this responsthility, OMB (1) reviews agency reports on
systems of records, computer matching programs, and other activities as
provided for by the act or OMB instructions and (2) prepares the Presi-
dent's annual report to the House and Senate.

ore's oversight approach was criticized in 1983 hearings held by the
House Subcommittee on Government Information, Justice, and Agricul-
ture.I The Subcommittee's report pointed out that, for example,
"nothing in the Act indicates that a review of new or altered systems of
records was intended to be the only type of oma oversight . . .." The
report also stated that such efforts are essentially reactive which means
that ". .. there is no monitoring by OMB of agency compliance with provi-
sions of the law not reflected in the system reports."

The Subcommittee also criticized oma's preparation of the 1980 and
1981 annual reports on agendes' implementation of the Privncy Act,
The Subcommittee said the two reports were not tui comprehensive as

111i e Subcommittee report included two sepurnte views by which some Subcommittee members
expressed reit ictnnce to criticize OMB's oversight nppronch because the act's legkInti ye history wits
mn dear cur to whnt wns expeord. Despite their rdutinnee, dux* members expressed the view that
OMB could do U more wmprehensive job of overseeing Agency compliance,
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earlier reports. In 1982, OMB recommended that the Congress eliminate
the Privacy Act annual report requirement and, instead, incorporate it
into ma's annual report under the Paperwork Reduction Act. The Con-
gress rejected this proposal and instead expanded the report's contents.
ma's 1982 annual report, consolidated with the 1983 report, was pub-
lished in December 1985. OMB was working on a consolidated 1984 and
1985 annual report when we completed our audit work in February
1986. OMB expected to issue the report in October 1986.

Objectives, Scope, and
Methodology

We were asked to (1) review the organizational structure and effective-
ness of Privacy Act implementation at major departments and agencies
and (2) determine how major agencies are organized to permit identifi-
cation and consideration of non-Privacy Act privacy issues in the ordi-
nary course of agency business. In an earlier report, we responded to a
third aspect of the request that pertained to the activity and resources
devoted to privacy policy matters at the Department of Commerce's
National Telecommunications and Information Administration. (GAG/
GGD-84-93, Aug. 31, 1984)

To address the organizational issues, we conducted work at the 13 Cab-
inet-level departments and the Veterans Administration. At each of
these agencies2 we reviewed internal directives, orders, regulations, and
other documents which establish and describe the organizational struc-
ture adopted for implementing the Privacy Act. We interviewed agency
Privacy Act officers and other officials and obtained internal reports
and other documents which also identified and described the roles and
responsibilities of those assigned Privacy Act duties.

We selected for review three activities covered by the act and/or OMB
guidelines. These activities included (1) creating new systems of records,
(2) automating systems, and (3) computer matching. On the basis of the
1983 data available at the time we were planning our work, we selected
6 of the 14 agencies for more detailed analyses; the Departments of
Health and Human Services, Interior, Justice, Labor, and Treasury, and
the Veterans Administration. The six agencies accounted for 73 percent
of all activity reported by the 14 agencies for the three activities
selected. We also reviewed how the agencies conducted Privacy Act
training and evaluated all Privacy Act operations. Although we did not
review all the activities covered by the actwe excluded for example,

2For the purpose of this report, we refer to the 13 Cabinet-level depIrtments and the Veterans
Administration as agencies.
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the access and amendment provisionswe believe our selection pro-
vides a range of activities sufficient to demonstrate (1) the roles and
responsibilities of Privacy Act officers and (2) how effectively agencies
have implemented provisions of the act and OMB guidance.

At the six agencies we reviewed in detail, we traced the 1983 activities
pertaining to (1) creating new systems of records, (2) automating sys-
tems, and (3) computer matching through the procedural steps at the
agency level as well as in 37 appropriate components. At each organiza-
tional level we reviewed internal documents and files and interviewed
Privacy Act officers. In addition, we interviewed program personnel and
staff from the offices of General Counsel, Inspector General, Personnel,
Security, and others.

The request also asked how agencies identify and consider privacy
issues not covered by the act. In consultation with the Subcommittee
office, we limited our work on this question to interviews of agency Pri-
vacy Act officers at the 14 agencies. These privacy issues can be raiscd
in a variety of contexts and are not necessarily related to systems of
records issues which the Privacy Act covers.

We examined oms's guidance to agencies, which included Circular Nos.
A-108 and A-130, Privacy Act Implementation Guidelines, the 1979
Guidelines for the Conduct of Matching Programs, and the 1982 Guid-
ance for Conducting Computer Matching 12Lg-o rams. We also reviewed
1983 hearings held by the House Subcommittee on Government Informa-
tion, Justice, and Agriculture on ore's oversight of the Privacy Act of
1974. We interviewed the OMB senior policy analyst who is the primary
focal point for ords's Privacy Act responsibilities to supplement this
information.

We conducted our review from January 1985 to February 1986 in accor-
dance with generally accepted government auditing standards. At the
direction of the requester's office, we obtained comments on this report
only from OMB.

14
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Chapter 2

Agencies Need to Better Define Privacy
Act Responsibilities

The Privacy Act makes agency heads responsible for implementing and
complying with its requirements. Because Tecords are dispersed virtu-
ally throughout all agency components, agencies have adopted highly
decentralized approaches to implementing the law. Decentralization
makes it especially important that agency heads clearly assign responsi-
bilities; however, the agencies varied in the degree to which they accom-
plished this. Clear lines of responsibility and accountability were not
always established for Privacy Act functions.

Agencies have established a Privacy Act officer position to help coordi-
nate Privacy Act mattersa critical position in a decentralized organi-
zation. However, some important functions such as ensuring compliance
with Privacy Act provisions and OMB guidance had not been assigned to
the Privacy Act officer. Even if such responsibilities were assigned, it is
doubtful that the Privacy Act officers could carry them out effectively
given the resources made available to them. Generally, these individuals
(1) were mid-level employees, (2) had little or no Privacy Act staff to
assist them, and (3) worked on Privacy Act activities on a part-time
basis.

Agencies may engage in activities that have privacy implications outside
the context of the Privacy Act. Most Privacy Act officers said that their
agencies did not have a focal point or central mechanism to identify and
address such issues, although such issues may be addressed by various
organizational units as they arise.

Privacy Act
Responsibilities Are
Highly Dispersed
Throughout the
Agencies

Federal agencies maintain several thousand systems of records con-
taining personal information on individuals. These records are used to
administer federal programs and, as such, are maintained and operated
by program staff in the many bureaus and offices at headquarters and
in the field. Because the Privacy Act applies to each system of records
regardless of location, Privacy Act functions are likewise widely dis-
persed and decentralized.

To illustrate, consider the structure of several agencies. The Department
of Health and Human Services (ims) reported that, as of 1983, it main-
tained 408 systems of records in its various components such as the
Public Health Service, the Social Security Administration (ssA), and the
Health Care Financing Administration. Within each component, systems
of records were further decentralized. For example, the Public Health
Service had 226 systems of records which were maintained by its var-
ious components such as the National Institutes of Health and the Food

Page 14 i 5
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and Drug Administration. The National Institutes of Health's 87 systems
of records were further distributed among its 18 major components.
Other agencies are similarly decentralized. The Veterans Administration
(vA) and Justice, for example, reported for 1983 that they maintained 57
and 232 systems of records, respectively. These systems were dispersed
throughout their many components and field offices, The Veterans
Administration had, in addition to headquarters' divisions, several hun-
dred facilities that had and used Privacy Act systems of records.

Just as agencies' systems of records are dispersed, so too are Privacy
Act responsibilities. In addition to handling requests by individuals for
access to their own records, Privacy Act responsibilities include other
functions such as creating and modifying systems, ensuring that sys-
tems of records are adequately safeguarded, and participating in com-
puter matching activities. Each function can involve people from
different orgp *ntional components and organizational levels. For
example, the for creating a new system of records normally
originates at tilt: program level, where the records will be maintained
and used. Data processing people may be involved in automating the
system, and security personnel may assist in developing appropriate
safeguards. The General Counsel offices at both components and head-
quarters levels review notices and reports of new systems for legal
sufficiency.

Improved Directives
Are Needed to
Communicate Privacy
Act Responsibilities

The Privacy Act and OMB publications do not provide detailed guidance
on now agencies are to implement their Privacy Act responsibilities.
Given the highly dispersed nature of Privacy Act functions, we
examined how the 14 agencies communicated policies and assigned Pri-
vacy Act responsibilities throughout their organizations. We found that
(1) three agencies had not issued comprehensive directives to assign
responsibilities, (2) nine agencies issued directives but dii not assign
responsibilities consistent with the Privacy Act officers' position
descriptions, and (3) eight agencies' directives did not address one or
more significant responsibilities. In our opinion, improvements are nec-
essary to assign responsibilities as well as to establish accountability for
adhering to Privacy Act requirements.

Agencies have prepared Privacy Act regulations and, in some cases,
directives. Agency regulations, published in the Code of Federal Regula-
tions, generally serve to notify the public of procedures they may use to
seek access to records. Directives, on the other hand, are internal docu-
ments aimed at setting the basic framework for Privacy Act operations.

Page 15 GAO/GGD-86-107 Privacy Act Implementation
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Ngency directives serve to communicate assignments of responsibility as
well as establish accountability.

We analyzed the directives and Privacy Act officer position descriptions
of the agencies to determine how they assigned responsibility for seven
Privacy Act functions. As described in OMB Circular No. A-108 (now Cir-
cular No. A-130's app. I) these responsibilities include (1) allowing indi-
viduals access to their records, (2) establishing safeguards to prevent
unauthorized disclosures, (3) establishing a program to periodically
review recordkeeping policies and practices, (4) conducting training for
individuals involved in maintaining systems of records, (5) publishing
notices of systems of records, and (6) establishing and maintaining Pri-
vacy Act related procedures and directives. The seventh function is to
report on and monitor agency participation in computer matching pro-
grams. Although not included in oms's Circular No. A-108, this function
was described in OMB's 1979 and 1982 computer matching guidelines and
was incorporated into Circular No. A-130.

Three of the 14 agenciesAgriculture, Justice, and vAhave not issued
comprehensive directives on Privacy Act implementation. We talked to
officials at each agency to determine how agency policy is communi-
cated and Privacy Act responsibilities assigned. Agriculture's Privacy
Act officer said he holds periodic meetings with Privacy Act officers in
components to discuss Privacy Act matters. He said that a depart-
mentwide directive would be beneficial and plans to develop one. Jus-
tice's Assistant Director for General Services, the office that reviews
system notices, said that each Justice component has a Privacy Act con-
tact who works with the Justice person responsible for reviewing
system notices. In addition, Justice annually reminds managers to report
systems of records in accordance with OMB guidance and has developed
an order on the Privacy Act security regulations for systems of records.
A member of vA's Privacy Act staff said that while VA does not have a
comprehensive Privacy Act directive, some responsibilities are assigned
in various vA. documents. For example, vA had assigned responsibility for
preparing reports of new systems in their policy manual to systems
managers. However, both he and the vA Privacy Act officer said that a
comprehensive Privacy Act directive is needed.

Of the 11 agencies with directives, 8 have not assigned either one or
more Privacy Act functions in either a directive or the Privacy Act
officers' position descriptions. For example, none of the eight assigned
responsibility for monitoring computer matching programs from a Pri-
vacy Act standpoint. Two of the agenciesCommerce and imshave
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not assigneci responsibility for Privacy Act related training, Two of the
agenciesEciucation and Laborhave not assigned responsibility for
evaluating Privacy Act implementation. Two of the agenciesnns and
1111Dhave not assigned responsibility for developing and updating
agency Privacy Act directives. Defense, Energy, and Interior were the
only agencies which had assigned all of the seven Privacy Act functions
in either their directive or the position description of the agency Privacy
Act officer.

Nine of 11 agencies' directives did not accurately describe the roles and
responsibilities of Privacy Act officers. For example, five agencies'
directives did not show tne Privacy Act officers' responsibility for eval-
uating implementation of the Privacy Act. Similarly, three directives did
not show that the Privacy Act officer was responsible for training, and
eight directives did not show the Privacy Act officers' responsibility for
preparing and updating agency directives.

In our opinion, functions included in Privacy Act officers' position
descriptions should be reflected in agency directives. While position
descriptions describe the Privacy Act officers' responsibilities, they do
not serve the same purposes as directives. Directives establish agency
policy and procedures, identify the organizational location of Privacy
Act responsibilities, and serve to inform all agency personnel as to
appropriate offices or officials to contact when questions arise.

Complete agency directives would also benefit components. Of 37
selected components at six agencies where we conducted detailed anal-
yses, 18 did not have their own directives and, consequently, relied on
agency directives to communicate responsibilities. Of the 19 components
that had directives, 17 did not address computer matching, 14 did not
address evaluations, and 10 did not address training.

1 8
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Role of Departmental
Privacy Act Officer
Needs to Be
Reexamined

Each agency in our review except Justice and Labor, had established a
position of agency Privacy Act officer to coordinate and oversee Privacy
Act implementation. Our analysis of the position descriptions, activities,
and resources allocated, however, indicate that these officials may not
be providing oversight to the degree needed.

A Privacy Protection Study Commission was created by the Privacy Act
of 1974 to investigate the personal data recordkeeping practices of gov-
ernmental and private organizations. The commission concluded that a
critical element to successfully implementing the Privacy Act was the
designation of a single official with authority to oversee the implemen-
tation of the act. Following the commission's 1977 report to the Presi-
dent, a Cabinet-level coordinating committee was established to analyze
commission findings. The coordinating committee agreed with the com-
mission that it was desirable for agencies to have a single person respon-
sible for overseeing Privacy Act implementation and cited four
advantages: (1) increasing the visibility and awareness of Privacy Act
responsibilities; (2) facilitating communication on Privacy Act matters;
(3) enhancing consistent policy implementation; and (4) assisting in
training and effective implementation of the act. The committee's effort
became the Presidential Privacy Initiative.

As a result of the Presidential Privacy Initiative, OMB sent a memo to all
agency heads in 1979 suggesting they designate an official with over-
sight responsibility for Privacy Act implementation. Each of the agen-
cies has designated such an official and has delegated day-to-day
responsibilities to a Privacy Act officer.

We reviewed the roles and responsibilities of Privacy Act officers and
found that these individuals were not always assigned key functions.
Table 2.1 summarizes the number of agencies that assigned seven
selected responsibilities to Privacy Act officers in agency directives or
position descriptions.

'Justice has not designated a Privacy Act officer but has assigned departmentwide responsibilities
for reviewing system notices and preparing OMB's annual report submission. For purposes of this
report we considered this individual to be the agency Privacy Act officer. Although Labor has not
designated a Privacy Act officer, its directive assigns overall Privacy Act implementation responsibil-
ities to the Solicitor and we have considered this individual to be the Privacy Act officer. As of May

3, 1986, this position was vacant.

9
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Table V: Functions Assigned to
Privacy Act Officers by 14 Agencies

Assigned to
Privacy Act

officers

Not
Assigned to
Privacy Act

offIce..s

Training 7 7

Computer Matching 13

Compliance evaluations 7 7

Safeguards 2 12

Systems Notices 6 8

Directives 12 2

Access 4 10

The table shows that significant functions were not assigned to agency
Privacy Act officers. For example, although computer matching is one of
the more controversial activities having Privacy Act considerations, 13
of the 14 agencies had not specifically assigned any role to the Privacy
Act officer. Because Privacy Act activities are dispersed and conducted
throughout agencies and their many components, we believe the Privacy
Act officers should nave some coordinating role in each of these critical
functions. As discussed in the following chapter, our detailed review of
selected Privacy Act functions at six agencies showed that Privacy Act
officers were not always actively involved in all of these areas and Pri-
vacy Act and OMB guidance was not always followed.

Even if the roles and responsibilities assigned to Privacy Act officers
were expanded, it is doubtful whether under current circumstances they
would be able to meet them given the resources provided to them. Table
2.2 lists the resources and locations of agency Privacy Act officers and
their staffs as of May 1986.

20
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Table 2.2: Location and Resources of Agency Privacy Act Officers and Staff

Agency
Agriculture

Commerce

Defense

Education

Energy

Sen lor official
Assistant Secretary, Office of
Governmental and Public Affairs

Health and Human
Services

Immediate office
Special Programs Division

Assistant Secretary for Administration

Assistant Secretary of Defense
(Comptroller)
Deputy Under Secretary for Planning,
Budget and Evaluation

Assistant Secretary for Management and
Administration

Assistant Secretary for Public Affairs

Information Managernent Division

Defense Privacy Board

Grade of
Privacy Act

officer

Estimated
staff years

(Officer/
staff)

News and Information Division

Freedom of Information and Privacy Acts
Branch

Freedom of Information/ Privacy Division

Housing and Urban Assistant Secretary for Administration
Development

Information Policies and Management
Division

Interior

Justice

Labor,'

State

Assistant Secretary for Policy, Budget,
and Administration

Division of Directives and Regulatory
Management

Assistant Attorney General for
Administration

Mail, Fleet, and Records Management
Services

Solicitor Solicitor

Assistant Secretary for Administration
Transportation

Treasury

Veterans
Administration

Assistant Secretary for Administration

Assistant Secretary for Management

Associate Deputy Administrator for Paperwork Management and Regulations
Management Service

Information Access and Services Division

Information Requirements Division

Disclosure Branch

12 .25/0

15 .05/.40(1)

SE S .90/1.80(2)

12 .20/.60(1)

14 .40/.30(4)

14 1/.60(2)

14 .50/0

14 .30/0

12 1/0

15 .25/4.85(12)

14 .05/0

13 .33/.97(1)

15 .03/.47(3)

°The number in parentheses designates the number of staff available to assist the Privacy Act officers.

°Grade of the Solicitor and estimated time devoted to Privacy Act matters were not available due to the
position's vacancy.

Except for nce and Labor, Privacy Act officers were mid-level managers
whose grade levels ranged from GS-12 to GS-15. They were often two
layers removed from the senior agency official who directed the organi-
zation to which they were assigned. Generally, the senior official was an
Assistant Secretary with many responsibilities other than Privacy Act
implementation.

Privacy Act officers also had limited resources to perform their Privacy
Act duties. By their own estimates, 10 of the 14 Privacy Act officers
spent less than half their time on privacy matters; two were full time.
Five had no staff. Nine had staff but for seven of these officers, their
staffs spent less than one full staff year on Privacy Act matters.
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Except for nos and Justice, an Privacy Act officers I tad ot her tha les t hat
competed for their time and resources. Nine of t he 14 Privacy Act
officers w:Te responsible for some aspect of the agency's implenwnta-
tion of the Freedom of Infornuttion Act. For example, Energy's Privacy
Act officer was Chief of the Freedom of Information/Privacy Act
Branch; he spent about 40 percent of his time on Privacy A a issues.
Others, such as the vis. Privacy Act officer, who spent 3 pet cent of his
time on the Privacy Act, was the agency's focal point for records man-
agement, forms management, mail management, and travel manage-
ment. Transportation's Privacy Act officer's primary responsibility was
implementing the Paperwork Reduction Act which he estimated took 90
percent of his time.

Agency component and other organizational units may also designate
individuals to coordinate and/or oversee Privacy Act activities. Each of
the 37 components of the six agencies reviewed in detail identified such
an individual. Our analysis showed that, like agency Privacy Act
officers, these individuals generally held mid-level management posi-
tions and worked on Privacy Act matters on a part-time basis. Because
the individuaN held different positions and titles, we have referred to
them as component Privacy Act officers. A table summarizing this anal-
ysis is in appendix II.

Like their counterparts at the agency level, component Privacy Act
officers were generally mid-level managers at grades GS-12 to GS-I5.
However, their grade levels ranged from a GS-8 secretary at Interior's
Aircraft Services to Senior Executive Service positions at six
components.

Of the 37 component Privacy Act officers, 22 spent 10 percent or less of
their time on Privacy Act functions. Only at the Health Care Financing
Administration in Has was the Privacy Act officer a full-time position.
Although 29 of the 37 Privacy Act officers had additional staff
resources, in 28 components the staff spent less than 1 full staff year on
Privacy Act matters. These estimates do not include other component
employees who may become involved in Privacy Act matters such as
handling access and disclosure requests.

As the staff years suggest, all component Privacy Act officers, except
the Health Care Financing Administration, had other duties. For
example, the Bureau of Mines' Privacy Act officer was responsible for
personal property management, space management, motor vehicle man-
agement, and energy conservation. Treasury's Bureau of the Public
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Debt 's Privacy Act officer served as an inlvisor for the linwait's market.
able svoirities programs, Also, like I heir ageacy counterp. Is, 21 Pri-
vacy Act Officers had some responsibility for Implementing the Freedom
If Information Act.

Privacy Issues Not Agowies may engage in activities that have privacy implications outside
tlie context of tlie Privacy Act of 1074, For example, taping of conversa-Covered by the Act tions, workplace monitoring, polygraphs, fraud hotlines, and computer
profiling may have personal privacy iniplications but because they may
not involve Privacy Act systems of records, would not be subject to the
act.

We asked ageacy Privacy Act officers whether there was a focal point
or central mechanism to identify and deal with non-Privacy Act privacy
issues raised by these activities. We were interested in determining
whether attention was being given to such things as

assessing the impact of the activities on personal privacy,
determining whether activities with privacy implications should be
undertaken,
determining who should be involved in the activities (personnel/compo-
nent), and
providing appropriate controls for management oversight.

The Privacy Act officers at 10 of the agencies told us there was no cen-
tral focal point to address privacy issues not covered by the act. Four of
the 10 Privacy Act officers said they could be minimally involved in
such issues but only when asked. Five said they were not involved at all
with these issues. DOD'S Privacy Act officer said that, while he did not
consider his office to be a central focal point, his office would become
involved in most of the privacy-related concerns dealing with such
issues.

The remaining four Privacy Act officers believed there was a focal
point. The State and Labor Privacy Act officers said they acted as the
focal point. In addition, the Privacy Act officer at Energy believed that a
focal point existed in Energy's defense programs area. The Privacy Act
officer at Transportation said that the Office of Security would serve as
a focal point.

We asked the Privacy Act officers for their views on the desirability of
having a central focal point to address privacy issues not covered by the
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'rho remaining five Priviwy Act officers did Ina express an
opinion,

The limited involvement or Privavy Act Officers mid the absence of a
centralli.ed mechanism to identify and address activities having privacy
implications not subject to the Privacy Act does not imply that these
privacy issues are not addressed. :inch activities may occur virtually
anywhere within an organization and may be addressed its they arise,
lowever, in our opinion, it ndght be worthwhile for agencies to take

steps to channel information concerning such activities to the Privacy
Act officer or other centrally located official, This individual would be
in a position through daily contacts on privacy matters to share infor-
matkm throughout the organization and thereby heighten awareness of
privacy implicat ions.
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We 0,011011o4 II t depth how six agencies-1ms, interior, Justice, kilmr,
Treasury, and vA-- -Wen` complying with sible.cted provisions or on. Ito.,
vary Act Alla 11:411gnidelioes pegaining to (I) assuring adeqiuno, sore.
ittt tint; of newly Vi'Vttted and modified hystems of records, (2)
autoinating systems of records, (a) computer matching, (4) Privacy Act
training, and (6) interind evnitnit ii ms. We ttnlrn I t Ind the agencies need
to make improvements in each area.

y- ily.t, UMII sliggests agencies slanild conduct detailed risk assess.
inents for newly created or modified systems of records to assure their
security and confidentiality, the agencies were able to provide evidence
of such an a...tsessment for only 1 of the 27 systems of records that were
established or modified in 1983. Agency Privacy Act officers told us
they rely on component Organizations to conduct the risl: assessments;
however, emponent officials sold this function was not always
performed,
Systems of records that become automated are considered to be new sys-
tems subject to the omis guidelines if the automation results in greater
acces.s to the records. None of the three agencies that automated sys-
tems during the period of our review followed osm's guidelines.
Agencies have not reported accurate data to omit on the extent of their
computer matching programs. Two organizations considered their
matching programs to be exempted from omb guidelines, although
concurrence was not sought. Our analysis of 26 computer matching pro-
grams showed that 6 did not follow ONIll guidance.
The training needs of individuals involved with Privacy Act activities
were not assesscd or provided in a systematic manner. Privacy Act offi-
cials at four components told us they do not provide Privacy Act
training. In the remaining 33 components, Privacy Act officers said
some training is received although not all Privacy Act officers main-
tained data on who attended.
Agencies do not routinely conduct internal evaluations of Privacy Act
operations which would provide senior agency officials with feedback
on the ef fectiveness of the operations or on areas needing improvement.

25
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Condncted or Were Not
Available for New and
Revised Systems of
Records

It4Aptot
VoiwenrItir, t,t hl ;titbit 101 eit.440,

tiotota Ale Net..4 . 4

TO establish Or Vrivacy Act hynlviwi ut recttfils, tttt it1 teclinft
tigPlIvit'S to 011401 notices 01 OW Fedetid Iht1.,ter. Ii ttut 4 litffither ot
tivserillt 1Vi elettlelith. The itt't also requices agencies, tio,qgli reliorts IJt
OeW hysOlos, to provide mleimitte advance waive to the t...!tiltgress mid
OMII of any proposal to est anlish a iww tiyhteRI of records 0E, unikr
win conditions, alter an existing ti rit PM.

Safeguarding licrsonal information is vital to complying wit h tht.
vlicy Act, The act requires agencies to estalilish appronfiate adminhtrin
'Ave, technical, and PhYSieid tittfrguttrtFi to insure the security and
confidentiality of records, To accomplish this, ostn's guidanc calls for a
brief description of the steps taken to minimile the risk of unatit horited
arcess to the system to be included in the agowy's submission at the
time the system is established or revised, In addition, miles guidance to
4010,4 calk fOr a more &tailed ONS,istlent (If the risks DWI hlweltie
administrative, technical proedural, and physical safeguards est ah,
lished to he available on request.

During 1983, the Departments of nits, Interior, Justice, Treasury, and
the VA published notices and prepared reports on 27 new or revised sys .
t ems of records. The Department of Labor did not have new or revised
systems in 1983. The Privacy Act officers at the five agencies said they
reviewed draft notices and reports to assure that required data elenwnts
were inrluded and properly stated. But they said they did not monitor
compliance with the requirement that detailed a.ssessnients of the risks
and safeguards established be conducted and available on request. Con-
sequently, they had no available information on the extent to which
their agencies followed the ma guidance.

For each of the 27 new or revised systems, we requested a copy of the
detailed risk assessment. Of the five agencies. luis was able to provide a
risk assessment for one of its systems.

The VA Privacy Act officer said that components are responsible for con-
ducting detailed risk assessments. A member of the Privacy Act officer's
staff in the component responsible for the one new system instituted in
1953 said he did not know if a detailed risk assessment %vas e0hdlICted.
Because of our inquiry, the staff member contacted a program official
and was assured that the potential risks and necessary safeguards were
addressed at the time the system was proposed.
Treasury's Privacy Act officer said she did not have copies of risk
assessments for the one new system and two revised systems instituted
in 1983. The components responsible for the systcms were unable to
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provide any risk assessments. The Privacy Act officer said she had
reviewed system specifications for other systems in the past when her
review of their proposed notices or reports raised questions.
Interior's Privacy Act officer said that the bureaus are required to per-
form risk assessments. However, when we asked the compoi.,:nts for
copies of the risk assessments for the three new and revised systems for
1983, one component responsible for two systems responded that risk
assessments were not conducted. Another component responsible for the
third system of records said that, as far as it could determine, no formal
risk analysis had been performed. In addition, this component said that
its impression is that the requirement has generally been ignored.
Justice instituted 10 new or revised systems in 1983. Justice's official
responsible for reviewing system notices said that she did not ask for
copies of detailed risk assessments because she believed it was not her
responsibility. Our follow-up work at the appropriate Justice compo-
nents revealed that risk assessments were not available. Justice officials
said they believed that the risks of unauthorized access were consid-
ered, although the review process was not put in writing. They also said
that in 1985 Justice awarded a contract to study security needs at its
two data centers.
One of the five HHS components we v Ited (the Office of aneral
Counsel) had performed a risk assessment; t1 remaining four compo-
nents of HHS did not perform risk assessments for nine now and revised
systems instituted in 1983. The Chief of the SSA Privacy Branch said he
did not reouest risk assessments because he was relying on the
originatint, componeW 4-o contact appropriate system security personnel
as called for in the SSA directive. The Public Health Service's Privacy Act
officer said she never asked for detailed risk assessments during her
review of notices and reports but she had assumed they were done.
According to th: official, she included a question dealing with risk
assessments in an internal control review and found that risk assess-
ments were not being done. The person who was the Health Care
Financing Administration's Privacy Act officer during 1983 said she
was not familiar with the term risk assessment except in reference to
cow uter security and did not remember risk assessments being
included in inis' checklist for creating new systems of records. Although
the chrcklist point' lut that the measures taken to minimize the risk of
una. )rized access to the system should be described in systems
reports, it does no' Late a requirement for detailed risk assessments. An
official from the Office of Inspector General said she was not certain
whether a risk assessment was conducted. She suggested that it may
have been done, but not incorporated into a single document and
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retained. She said the subject system of records was temporary and was
deleted after approximately 6 months.

Several agency officials raised the question of whether risk assessments
need to be kept on file in the years after the system of records was cre-
ated and whether the assessment needs to be incorporated into a single
document. OMB's December 1985 Circular No. A-130, Management of
Federal Information Resource.;, shows that it would be beneficial for
agencies to keep risk assessments on file regardless of whether they are
incorporated into a single document.

Appendix III to the circular, "Security of Federal Automated Informa-
tion Systems," establishes controls to be included in federal automated
systems security programs where sensitive records, including Privacy
Act records, are used. In part, this appendix is in response to prior GAO
work on the implementation of the Federal Managers Financial Integrity
Act which reported that (1) agencies have identified material weak-
nesses in automated data processing, including system security, and (2)
agencies could better evaluate automatic data processing controls with
additional OMB guidance. The appendix, among other things, instructs
agencies to cr.% iuct periodic reviews of sensitive applications and to
recertify security safeguards at least every 3 years. It states that the
eviews should be considered part of the agencies' internal control

reviews pursuant to the Financial Integrity Act. In our opinion, fulfill-
ment of these instructions would be facilitated if agencies fully docu-
ment risk assessments on their Privacy Act systems of records and keep
them on file.

We discussed this with OMB. OMB'S senior policy analyst for Privacy Act
matters said he would consider amending Circular No. A-130 to instruct
agencies, in submitting their reports on new or altered systems of
records, to include information on where the formal risk assessment is
located so that OMB could obtain a copy, if necessary.

Agency Automation of
Systems of Records

OMB'S guidance on automation of systems of records states that when
such a change creates "the potential for either greater or easier access"
agencies need to prepare a new system report and a revised system
notice. At the same time and as part of the process, agencies are to con-
duct a detailed ascessment of risks and safeguards. Three of the six
agencies reported automating systems during 1983. We discussed how
the OMB guidance was applied with Privacy Act officials at each of the
three agencies.
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Interior reported that 44 systems of records were automated during
1983. According to the agency Privacy Act officer, the bureaus are
responsible for adhering to OMB's guidelines. We discussed the system
automations at two bureaus which accounted for 23 of the systems. The
privacy coordinator at one bureau which automated 11 systems said
bureau personnel did not review the 1983 automations until 1984 and
1985. At that t r. they concluded that the automations did not meet
ora's criteria 1/4). ,renting greater or easier access because they did not
increase the numbec of personnel who had access to the records.
According to this official, the automations entailed upgrading equip-
ment, and only those who had access to the earlier systems continued to
have access. The privacy coordinator at the second bureau, which auto-
mated 12 systems, said he did not know if the question of whether oms's
guidance was applicable to the automation actions had been addressed.
Our analysis of the system notices for these 12 systems showed that
they were updated in 1983 to reflect some changes, but the sections
related to automation were unchanged from their last republication in
1977. One system was still described as a manual system.
Justice automated five systems of records during 1983 and prepared
reports on new systems and revised system notices for each. Because of
personnel changes, we were able to talk to personnel knowledgeable
about only three of the systems. The Privacy Act coordinator of the
component responsible for two of the automations said that he assumed
that all automations should result in a report and new system notice. A
staff member in another component responsible for a third automation
believed the automation met OMB's greater access criteria because infor-
mation would be input at remote terminals. Although both said that
OMB's publication guidance was followed, neither individual believed
that risk assessments were conducted. One of the individuals told us she
was unaware that the assessments were needed. The second individual
recalled that his predecessor discussed Justice's security requirements
with the system manager but did not discuss OMB'S risk assessment
provision.
Labor automated two systems. According to the Privacy Act staff, the
responsibility for determining whether a new system report and revised
notice are necessary rests with components. Officials at the component
involved were unaware of OMB's guidance on automated systems and
acknowledged that the system notices published in the Federal Register
stll categorize the two systems as being manual. These officials and a
staff member of the Labor Privacy Act officer said they would review
OMB'S instructions and issue the necessary publications for these
systems.
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In its December 1985 publication of the President's Annual Report on
the_Agencies' Implementation of the Privacy Act of 1974 ;or calendar
years 1982 and 1983, OMB identified the effects of automation as an area
of concern for future study. OMB observed that 80 percent of all systems
were manual when the Privacy Act was drafted and that there has been
a continuing trend towards automation, including an estimated 500,000
microcomputers in use by 1990.

If OMB conducts an automation study, we believe it should include how
agencies implement its guidance pertaining to automated systems. On
December 12, 1985, OMB changed its criteria on the automation of
existing systems from those that create "the potential for either greater
or easier access" to those that create "substantially greater access . .

In our opinion, both of these descriptions lack specificity and may be
subject to wide interpretations. This is particularly true in view of the
fact that decisions may be made by many different personnel who are
responsible for Privacy Act systems of records.

Improvements Cart Be
Made in Overseeing
Computer Matching

Computer matchingthe comparison of two or more sets of computer-
ized systems of records to identify individuals who are included in more
than oneis an activity that raises privacy concerns. To provide guid-
ance and oversight of agency matching programs, OMB issued detailed
matching guidelines in 1979 and revised them in 1982.

Each of the six agencies in our detailed review participated in computer
matching programs in 1983. We found that the number of programs
agencies reported to OMB understated the actual amount of reportable
matching activity. Several of the agencies used varying criteria in
reporting their matching programs to ma, and others' recordkeeping
practices were poor. In some cases, agency Privacy Act officers believed
that more specific routine uses were needed for releasing information;
however, the information was released before the disclosures came to
their attention. Also, one agency disclosed information for a matching
program without a written agreement on how the information would be
used and conducted two programs without publishing notices in the Fed-
gralf_gZe ister.

Computer Matching and
OMB's Guidelines

In conducting a matching program, two computer files are run against
each other with a software package that instructs the computer to
search for certain personally identifiable variables, for example, iden-
tical social security numbers, names, or addresses. When the program
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identifies duplicfite information (or information that is similar to a pre-
determined degree), such data are considered "raw hits" that need to be
refined and verified. Matching is used for such purposes as detecting
unreported income, duplicate benefits, overpayments, and ineligible
recipients.

A matching program by the former Department of Health, Education,
and Welfare in 1977, called "Project Match," is commonly cited as the
federal government's first major computer matching effort. It involved
comparing the computer tapes of welfare rolls and federal payroll files
in 18 states, New York City, and Washington, D.C. The goal was to
detect federal employees who were fraudulently receiving benefits
through the Aid to Families with Dependent Children program.

The constitutional and statutory legitimacy of computer matching has
been questioned by a number of privacy advocates, most notably the
American Civil Liberties Union which was primarily concerned about
the impact of computer matching on individual rights. Their concern
stems from the fact that a computer matching program is usually not
directed at an individualbut rather at an entire category of persons
and not because any one of them is suspected of misconduct but because
the category is of interest to the government. Privacy advocates are con-
cerned that such programswhich they view as generalized "fishing
expeditions"may violate the Fourth Amendment right to be free from
unreasonable searches and seizures.

Opponents of computer matching also question its statutory authority.
The Privacy Act restricts disclosure by federal agencies of personally
identifiable information, unless the record subject consents or unless the
records fall under one of 12 exceptions. One major exception to this rule
involves the "routine use" provision, defined as the use of a record for a
purpose which is compatible with the purpose for which the record was
collected. Since administration of the Privacy Act is left almost entirely
to the agencies it regulates, some agencies have developed broad routine
use justifications for matching of personal records. The opponents of
matching argue that these broad routine use justifications circumvent
the underlying privacy principle that individuals should be able to exer-
cise control over information about themselves which they provide to
the government.

Proponents of computer matching believe that the routine use compati-
bility requirement should extend to disclosures that agencies perceive as
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necessary, proper, and of benefit to the government. They feel that care-
fully managed computer matching is a valid internal control technique.
Further, the Congress has authorized the use of computer matching in
various programmatic areas specified in several statutes, such as the
Deficit Reduction Act of 1984.

Under its Privacy Act oversight authority, OMB in March 1979 issued
matching guidelines "to aid agencies in balancing the government's need
to maintain the integrity of Federal programs with the need to protect
an individual's right to privacy." In May 1982, OMB revised its earlier
guidance, clarifying parts and simplifying others.

Matching programs covered by the guidelines entail a source agency and
a matching agency. Source agencies disclose personal data to be used by
the matching agency in performing the program. The guidelines specify
that, before disclosing personal data, source agencies are to require the
matching agencies to agree in writing that the data will not be used to
extract information concerning "non-hit" individuals for any purpose.
Matching agencies, according to the guidelines, are to publish a notice in
the Federal Register, describing the matching program, and are to send
copies of the notice to OMB and the Congress concurrently.

The guidelines specify that certain types of matching programs are not
covered by the provisions. Examples are

those which do not compare a substantial number of records,
checks on specific individuals to verify data in applications for benefits
done reasonably soon after the applications are received, and
programs done by an agency using its own records.

More Complete Data Needed
on the Extent of Computer
Matching

Congressional hearings and various studies have documented that no
accurate accounting exists on the number of computer matching pro-
grams being conducted by federal agencies. We compared calendar year
1983 computer matching statistics reported to omB by the six agencies
with data we obtained at the agencies. We also obtained information
that agencies provided to the Office of Technology Assessment (crrA) for
its recent study of federal information technology., We found that the
agencies used varying criteria in reporting matching programs to OMB.
We also found discrepancies caused by poor recordkeeping. Overall, the

'Federal Government Information Technology: Electronic Record Systems and Individual Privacy,
June 1986, 01'A-CIT-296.
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agencies participated in more matching programs than they reported to
omn and the Congress.

For the preparation of the President's annual report to the Congress on
Privacy Act implementation, OMB asks agencies to annually report the
number of matching programs in which they participated as a source
agency and as a matching agency. Table 3.1 shows the number of 1983
programs the six agencies we reviewed reported to OMB and the number
of programs that we were able to identify. In many instances the pro-
grams were conducted among two or more of the six agencies we
reviewed; thus, adding the columns would overstate the total numbers.

Table 3.1: 1983 Computer Matching
Programs at Six Agencies

Discrepancies Caused by Agencies'
Interpretations of OMB Matching
Guidelines

Number of Number of
programs programs
reported GAO
to OMB identified

Health and Human Services 5 19

Interior 2 2

Justice 1 2

Labor 13 153

Treasury 1
5b

Veterans Administration 21 19c

°Our reconciliation of Labor's programs showed that because of administrative error, Labor reported five
programs that did not occur. It also conducted seven programs which it did not report to OMB. Labor
believes that three of these programs were not subject to OMB's guidelines. We include them because
in two cases, participant agencies reported them to OMB, and in the third case, the available documen-
tation describes a program that we believe should also be reported to OMB.

°Includes four matching activities involving IRS that IRS believes may not be matching programs as
defined by OMB guidelines. We include them because the four participant agencies agreed with us that
the programs are covered by the guidelines.

cWe found that VA conducted two programs that it did not report to OMB. In addition, it reported four
activities which it misidentified : s matching programs.

Most unreported matches were due to agencies' interpretations of the
OMB guidelines. Two agenciesthe Internal Revenue Service and ITHs'
Office of Child Support Enforcement (ocsE)believed that their
matching programs were not subject to OMB'S guidelines. Labor believed
that three of its programs were not subject to the guidelines. Other agen-
cies differed in how they reported matching programs that were per-
formed periodically and extended over more than 1 year.

3 3
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During the course of our review four agenciesthe Bureau of Prisons,
SSA , OCSE, and Laborindicated that they participated with Ins in com-
puter matching programs. In addition, ins provided information to the
OTA stating ms' participation in seven other matching programs during
1983. An Ins official told us that information on computer matching
activities is not reported to OMB because IRS was exempt from the guide-
lines. The official also said that data reported to arA, and possibly by the
four agencies, may be in error because this may have included computer
activities that were not matching programs as defined by the on guide-
lines. He said that IRS does not maintain readily available records that
show how many matching programs it actually participated in because
of its exemption. The official said that IRS would have to examine many
computer operations to determine if they were matching programs as
defined by OMB's guidelines.

According to Treasury's Privacy Act officer, Treasury requested and
received om's approval to exempt IRS' tax administration matching pro-
grams from adherence to the 1979 matching guidelines. The official
explained that Treasury received assurance from OMB that the 1979
guidelines were not intended to apply to tax administration matching
programs but rather to anti-fraud programs related to federal assistance
type payments, such as VA or other federal loans. Treasury also believed
that section 6103 of the Internal Revenue Code provided sufficient safe-
guards for personal data and that compliance with the guidelines would
cause an unnecessary administrative burden. Treasury continued to
apply this exemption after OMB issued its revised guidelines.

We discussed Treasury's belief that IRS is exempt from orn's 1982 guide-
lines with oms's senior policy analyst for Privacy Act matters. This offi-
cial said that, unlike the 1979 guidelines, oms's 1982 guidelines do not
distinguish anti-fraud matching programs from other types, and conse-
quently IRS needs to adhere to the 1982 provisions. On March 20, 1986,
ma communicated its position to Treasury that IRS should follow the
guidelines. As of April 28, 1986, IRS had not responded to orn's position;
although according to an Office of General Counsel attorney, Treasury
continues to believe ins is exempt.

ocsn did not report at least two recurring 1983 matching programs in
which it participated. OCSE, with its parent locator service, was the
source agency in programs with vA. and IRS to identify the addresses of
missing parents. In addition to vA and Ins, oca participates in such
matching programs with DOD, the Selective Service System, and the
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National Personnel Records Center. These programs are genemlly con-
ducted monthly, except for ins' weekly operation. An ocsb' official told
us the agency's matching programs were not reported to OMB because
ocsE believed ora's guidelines did not apply. According to this official,
OCSE considered itself a "conduit" for this matching activityreceiving
data on absent parents from states, transmitting it to agencies for
matching, receiving the results, and forwarding them to the states. OCSE
did not consult with MIS' Privacy Act staff or OMB about this determina-
tion. After our discussions, the official agreed that OCR is subject to the
guidelines and stated that iuture matching programs will be conducted
in accordance with the guidelines and will be reported to 0Ms.

Labor participated in three matching programs in 1983 that it did not
report to OMB. All three involved the Employment Standards Adminis-
tration. It was source agency for (1) a one-time program with the
National Aeronautics and Space Administration (AsA) dealing with
hearing loss claims at a NASA research center and (2) a program per-
formed periodically with Interior to ensure that Labor charges Interior
for only Interior employees' workers' compensation payments. In the
third program, Labor was matching agency with the United Mine
Workers Health and Retirement Funds as source.

Labor's Privacy Act staff, using a similar rationale for the two source
agency programs, determined that neither was subject to OMB's matching
guidelines. The reason given was that the computer tapes sent to NASA
and Interior contained information on only those agencies' employees.
Labor thus believed that both programs were, in effect, internal to the
two agencies and not subject to the guidelines. NASA and Interior, on the
other hand, published Federal Register notices for the matching pro-
grams. The respective notices showed that these agencies considered the
programs to be subject to OMB'S guidelines. Because the different inter-
pretations by Labor and the two other agencies create inconsistent
reporting, we discussed them with oms's senior policy analyst for Pri-
vacy Act matters. This official said that the match with NASA was sub-
ject to OMB'S guidelines and should have been reported by Labor. He said
he would have to further review Labor's program with Interior to deter-
mhte if it is subject to the guidelines.

The third matching program that Labor did not report to OMB is a recur-
ring one that was created to assist the United Mine Workers Health and
Retirement Funds in determining the eligibility for black lung benefits of
that agency's beneficiaries. Where proper eligibility is letermined, the
program further assists in identifying the associated Y ne operators
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who inay be responsible for rehnbursing the source agency. Labor's Pri-
vacy Act staff said they view the program as essentially a billing proce-
dure whereby the allocation of benefit payments is determined. OMB,
however, does not include programs such as this one as exceptions to its
guidelines. Thus, we believe Labor should have reported the program to
own and, since the program is ongoing, should continue to do so.

Inconsistent reporting to omh on the number of matching programs agen-
cies conducted also occurred because of the manner in which agencies
treated programs that were initiated before 1983 but continued on a
periodic basis, including the 1983 time frame. Interior, in responding to
OMB'S request for the number of matching programs participated in
during 1983, included one that was initiated in 1982. This program is a
recurring one, and because it was continued into 1983, Interior believed
it should be included in the 1983 data submission to OMB. VA also fol-
lowed this practice and included its participation in three programs that
were initiated in earlier years. ims' Social Security Administration and
Office of the Assistant Secretary for Personnel, in contrast, did not
report their 1983 participation in 12 programs that were initiated in
prior years.

Unless participation in all matching programs is reported, extensive
matching activities may occur but will not be reflected in the report to
the Congress.

Discrepancies Caused by Poor Other matching programs were incorrectly reported because of inaccu-
Recordkeeping rate and incomplete recordkeeping.

Labor did not report four matching programs to OMB involving the black
lung program, which is in the Division of Coal Mine Workers Compensa-
tion. The Privacy Act coordinator for the Employment Standards
Administration (which contains this division) said the computer
matching paperwork did not go through his office. Following our
inquiry, a workers compensation specialist in the division was assigned
to locate documentation of the black lung matching programs. He was
able to find very little matching-related paperwork until we described
for him the data that Labor had provided for crrA's recent federal infor-
mation technology study.

Labor's Employment Standards Administration reported that it con-
ducted five matching programs involving the Federal Employees Com-
pensation Act area in 1983. However, we found that the Administration
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did not perform any programs for this area in 1983. The Privacy Act
emrdinator saki he may have been confused about how to fill out the
ONiu data request; the program office had served as the source agency
for five attaching programs, and he entered those correctly,

The Administration's Privacy Act coordinator ha.5 initiated procedures
to ensure that matclang activities are properly reported in the future,
The procedures require all components of the Administration, when pro-
posing participation in a match, to contact the Privacy Act coordinator
regarding the documentation and any omn clearance that may be neces-
sary. Further, the Privacy Act coordinator must concur in all computer
matching documentation.

vA's Department of Veterans Benefits reported four activities as source
matching programs that were instead external releases of information
for purposes other than computer matching. This department also did
not report a one-time matching program that it conducted. Another pro-
gram not reported by VA involved the Office of Budget and Finance as a
source. A member of the central office Privacy Act staff said an admin-
istrative error caused the program not to be reported to OMB. Because of
our findings, the central office staff instituted computer matching
reporting procedures that require vA components to submit specific
details on all of their matching programs to the central office.

Finally, two unreported source agency programs occurred at Treasury
and Justice. One involved Treasury's Office of Inspector General, which
is organizationally within the Office of the Secretary. Labor was the
matching agency. Treasury's Privacy Act officer said that since she is
also located within the Office of the Secretary, she did not query compo-
nents of that office about their matching activities since all matches
would normally be reported to her before being conducted, The second
matching program involved Justice's Bureau of Prisons as a source
agency to IRS. According to the bureau Privacy Act officer, his records
did not include this match; otherwise he would have reported it.

Problems Noted Involving
Specific Matching Activities

We reviewed 26 matching programs that were subject to OMB's 1982
guidelines2 and found that three agencies did not follow the guidelines'
provisions in 6 of the programs. For three of the programs, agency Pri-
vacy Act officers believed that more specific routine uses were needed

2The six agencies were involved in 35 matching programs; 9 of these were subject to the 1979 guide-
lines. These earlia guideiPc contained different provisions from the 1982 version, especially
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for releasing information; however, the inrormation was released before
the disclosures came to their athlition. In one program, the source
agency did not obtain a written agreement from the matching agency on
how t he data would be used, althotigh it did obtain oral agreement,
Fin:dly, in two other matching programs, an agency did not publish Fed-
eral .Register notices. We also found one instance where an agency dis-
closed records to a nonfederal entity but, because omn guidance is silent
on such matching prograins, did not palish a Fedexal Itegistcy. notice.

The OMB guidelines instruct agencies serving as source agencies in
matching programs to ensure that disclosures are in accord with the Pri-
vacy Act. The act, with 12 specific exceptions, disallows the disclosure
of records without the record subject's consent. One exception, called
the routine use provision, allows the disclosure if the records will be
used in a manner that is compatible with the purpose for which they
were originally collected. The routine uses must be published as part of
the public notice provided for the entire system of records.

For the 26 matching programs conducted in 1983, we found that five of
the six agencies participated as source agencies and made disclosures
under the routine use provision on 17 occasions. Our analysis showed
that generally the published routine uses were consistent with the pur-
poses of the programs. However, in three instances, Privacy Act officers
believed that sufficiently descriptive routine uses were not present in
the system notices. According to the Privacy Act officers, the disclo-
sures occurred before the matter came to their attention.

Both Treasury's Office of Inspector General and IRS were identified as
source agencies for matches conducted by the Department of Labor.
Labor performed the program to identify individuals who received
unemployment insurance compensation during periods of federr1
employment. It matched the employee payroll records of seven federal
agencies with the unemployment insurance claimant records of 14 state
employment security agencies. Treasury and IRS released to Labor cer-
tain employee payroll data that they extracted from their payroll record
systems. Treasury's Privacy Act officer told us that new routine uses
more closely associated with the intended program should have been
published before releasing the data. She said she could not recall being
aware of the disclosures until after they occurred. She said routine uses

regarding public notice; Federal Register publication was called for only in the 1982 guidelines. Conse-
quently, we reviewed the 26 programs for compliance.
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Interior was also a source ageney in I,abor's unemployment compensa-
tion matching program. At the request of Interior's Inspector General,
several components extracted data flute multiple payroll systems for
release to Labor. lnterk)r's Privacy Act Officer and an attorney in the
Office of the Solicitor said that the issue of routine uses for the
matching program was not addresse(l until after the disclosures were
made. The attorney later reviewed the routine uses for each of the sys-
tems and determined that one use was present in each of the notices that
was sufficiently broad to permit the disclosures. However, Interior's Pri-
vacy Act officer and a second attorney in the Solicitor's office believed
that the cited routine uses in the system notices did not precisely
describe the computer matching process to be used In the intended dis-
closures. Therefore, after the disclosure for the matching program, Inte-
rior published a specific new computer matching routine use for each of
the payroll systems.

Under the OMB guidelines, federal source agencies are responsible for
obtaining written agreements from the matching agencies that specify
the conditions governing the use of the matching files. The agreement is
to make explicit the conditions under which disclosure will be made and
is aimed at, among other things, assuring that the disclosed information
will be used only for the intended purposes. Because the six agencies
served as source agencies in 17 of the 26 matching programs, source
agency agreements should have been obtained. We found with one
exception that the agencies had them on file.

The one exception involved the vA which disclosed records to the
Georgia Bureau of Employment Security as part of its program to match
state wage records to identify any unwarranted payments of vA pension
and certain compensation benefits caused by beneficiaries' underre-
porting or failing to report earned income. vA's Office of Inspector Gen-
eral conceived and coordinated the program and published the matching
notice in the Federal Register. The state agency, however, did not want
to release its entire file, so VA provided its data and the state agency
performed the initial matching procedure. Although vA obtained no
written agreement, the Inspector General's Privacy Act staff said that
Georgia officials orally agreed to the conditions outlined in the oms
guidelines and returned the computer tape to vA when the program was
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A responsibility itssignvd to matc)ting llgenclvs by the omit guidelines is
the publication in the Nertij Regii,ter of a notice describing the
matching progriun, The !RAM', to be published "a.s close to the initiation
or the matching program as possible," is to include such elements as a
description of the personal records to be matched mut Ow safeguards to
be used for protecting this data,

The six agencies we reviewed served as the matching agency in 14 of the
2t; matching programs. We found two instances where an agency did not
provide notice in the Edgrauttgatt, The notices were not published
because of tm apparent misunderstanding as to which agency had this
responsibility. The two programs involved OM. and Army serving as
source agencies to vA's Department of Veterans Benefits. 13oth programs
were conceived by and conducted for the benefit of the source agencies.
The component's Privacy Act officer said staff involved in the programs
told him the two source agencies had responsibility for matching notice
publication since the programs were for their benefit. vA records, how-
ever, do not indicate that the issue of notice publication was discussed
among the agencies sufficiently to ensure that agreement was reached
on who had this responsibility. According to OMB'S guidelines vA, as the
matching agency, should have published the notices.

One additional matching program for which a notice was not published
highlights a shortcoming in the OMB matching gukkoines. Nonfederal
organizations that use federal agency data in matching programs are not
required to publish notices in the Federal Register. Thus, a notice was
not published for a program using SSA data where the State of California
was the matching agency. The OMB senior policy analyst for Privacy Act
matters said the guidelines should be amended to provide that federal
agencies publish notices when they participate as sources to nonfederal
entities. This amendment could become even more significant in the
future since the Deficit Reduction Act of 1984 requires, in effect, that
federal/state matching activities be expanded.

In December 1983, OMB issued a computer matching "checklist" to assist
agencies in adhering to OMB guidelines. Agencies are to complete the
checklist and maintain it in their files. It contains several questions to be
answered for each matching program in which agencies participate,
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including whether and when (1) routine use provisions were published,
(2) source agency agreements were obtained, and (3) a notice of the pro-
gram was published.

While the checklist could help prevent the problems we found for
matching programs conducted in 1983, the agencies need to ensure that
all components use it for their programs. We contacted Privacy Act staff
at the agencies' 15 components that participated in matching programs
in 1983 and found that the staff in 10 components were aware of the
checklist. At 6 of the 10 components the staff told us the checklist had
been used for one or more programs; the other 4 said they had not par-
ticipated in any programs since the checklist's issuance, but it will be
used when programs occur. At the remaining five components, which
were involved in 18 of the 35 programs conducted in 1983, the Privacy
Act staff were not aware of the checklist's existence.

In Circular No. A-108, OMB made agency heads responsible for con-
ducting training for all personrel who are in any way involved in main-
taining Privacy Act records for the purposes of (1) apprising them of
their Privacy Act responsibilities and (2) familiarizing them with agency
procedures for implementing the Privacy Act. In a December 1985 revi-
sion, OMB strengthened its instructions and made agency heads respon-
sible for annually reviewing agency training practices to ensure that all
agency personnel are familiar with the act's requirements, agency imple-
menting regulations, and any special requirements that their jobs entail.

Although Privacy Act training was offered, it was not always monitored
by agency or component Privacy Act officers to track employees who
receive or need it. Discussions with the agency Privacy Act officers and
37 components of the six agencies included in our review disclosed the
following.

Two of the six agency Privacy Act officers said they were not involved
in training because of resource constraints. Another two officers have
provided training, although one stated that resource limitations have
prevented his involvement over the past several years. The remaining
two Privacy Act officers said that the training function is delegated to
other units.
Thirty-three of the 37 components reported that Privacy Act training
was provided and ranged from internal programs and discussion at man-
agement conferences to external training courses, although in some
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instances attendance was t ptional. Fourteen Privacy Act coordinators
said they do not maintain data on who attended.
The remaining four components, at one agency, reported that they do
not provide Privacy Act training.

4111-

For its 1985 presidential report, OMB requested agencies for the first
time to provide information on the Privacy Act training provided to
employees. It, among other things, requested data on (1) the number of
employees that had received training, (2) the criteria used in deciding
who was to receive training, and (3) whether the training was internal
or external. This information, which may be available from personnel or
other records, should be useful to OMB and the respective agencies in
assessing Privacy Act training.

The six agencies maintain over 1,400 systems of records containing mil-
lion3 of records on individuals. As shown in chapter 2, they have highly
decentralized delegations of responsibility for safeguarding the systems.
Because of the sensitivity of the records and the organizational struc-
tures, periodic evrivations are necessary if agency management is to be
aware of how effectively the operations are being carried out as well as
areas needing improvement. However, Privacy Act officers were able to
identify only five reviews relating to Privacy Act operations in four of
the six agencies since 1980.

OMB's Guidelines Stress
Internal Evaluations

The Privacy Act espouses the principle that there are proper
approache3 to the management of information and that agencies should
take affirmative steps to assure that their information management
practices conform to a reasonable set ofnorms. OMB incorporated this
prInciple in its Circular Nos. A-108 and A-130.

OMB'S Circular No. A-108, published in 1975, required each agency "to
establish a program for periodically reviewing agency record-keeping
policies and practices to assure compliance with the Act." Circular No.
A-130, issued on December 12, 1985, more specifically concerned com-
pliance evaluations. Among the provisions of appendix I to Circular No.
A-130 are the following.

Recordkeeping Practices. Review annually agency recordkeeping and
disposal policies and practices in order to assure compliance with the
act.
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Routine Use Disclosure. Review every three years the routine use disclo-
sures associated with each system of records in order to ensure that the
recipient's use of such records continues to be compatible with the pur-
pose for which the disclosing agency originally collected the
information.
Matching Programs. Review annually each ongoing matching program in
which the agency has participated during the year, either as a source or
as a matching agency, in order to ensure that requirements are met.
primacy Act Training. Review annually agency training practices in
order to ensure that all agency personnel are familiar with the require-
ments of the act, with the agency's implementing regulation, and with
any special requirements that their specific jobs entail.

We discussed the Circular No. A-130 requirements with the orviD senior
policy analyst who drafted them. He said the circular was issued to
expand, clarify, and stress OMB'S expectations for agency evaluations of
Privacy Act functions. He said the circular was also intended to serve as
an impetus for the agencies to emphasize internal reviews and provide
sufficient priority to this function.

Agencies Have Not
Emphasized the Review
Function

Our work at the six agencies showed that emphasis has not been placed
on evaluations of Privacy Act functions. Consequently, few evaluations
have been conducted.

The following summarizes the evaluation efforts of each of the six agen-
cies we reviewed.

While Treasury's Privacy Act directive does not address compliance
evaluations, the agency Privacy Act officer's position description
includes the responsibility for "implementing and monitoring Depart-
mentwide compliance with requirements of the Act." The Privacy Act
officer said although compliance reviews have been planned, staffing
constraints have forced postponement. The Privacy Act officer also said
reviews were conducted at IRS as part of the National Office Review
Program.
Interior's Privacy Act officer cited two evaluations conducted in 1984.
As part of Interior's triennial review program under the Paperwork
Reduction Act, the agency assessed aspects of safeguarding Privacy Act
systems of records. The assessment found deficiencies and made recom-
rnendations in the areas of (1) posting warning notices to limit accese to
areas where Privacy Act materials are maintained and (2) disposing .1
Privacy Act materials. In addition, pursuant to a request by a Member
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of Congress, Interior reviewed selected aspects of the Privacy Act and
Freedom of Information Act. The review identified areas where imple-
mentation and compliance could be improved including (1) improving
the physical security and integrity of Privacy Act records and (2) noti-
fying employees of the provisions of the Privacy Act, including its
prohibitions. The Privacy Act officer told us that with only 30 percent
of his time devoted to privacy matters he has been unable to conduct
any reviews himself. He said that the agency's directive was revised in
October 1984 to assign responsibility for onsite inspections to compo-
nents and that some components began to conduct them in 1985.
Labor's directive states that the Solicitor will (1) direct the overall
implementation of the Privacy Act and (2) review disclosure officers'
decisions periodically to assure adherence to Labor regulations. The
senior Privacy Act staff member told us that she does not have the
resources to conduct reviews of how the Privacy Act is implemented.
vA does not have a comprehensive directive and its Privacy Act officer
position description does not address evaluations. The Privacy Act staff
was aware of two evaluations that were issued in 1980 and 1981. In
1981, the Privacy Act staff reviewed the Privacy Act systems of records
of the Department of Veterans Benefits and found that improvements
could be made in accounting for disclosures and in protecting confiden-
tial sources of information. In 1980, the Office of Inspector General
issued a series of reports related to privacy and security controls of a
nAjor computer system. It reported the need for security audits and, at
some installations, the need for Privacy Act training.
Justice does not have a directive and its position description for the Pri-
vacy Act official does not include evaluation responsibility. The only
review cited by officials was a 1983 internal audit report on the depart-
ment's efforts to comply with the records protection requirements of the
Privacy Act. It contained recommendations for the Justice Management
Division (1) to more effectively monitor compliance with Privacy Act
record security requirements and (2) to annually remind department
components of their responsibility to identify records systems subject to
the act and to prepare notices for those systems.
HILS has delegated full responsibility for the Privacy Act's implementa-
tion to its major components. Our work at the SSA and the Health Care
Financing Administration revealed that reviews of Privacy Act opera-
tions were not conducted. The Privacy Act officer at the Public Health
Service told us that, at her suggestion, elements of the Privacy Act's
implementation were incorporated into an internal control review con-
ducted pursuant to the Financial Integrity Act. Through this effort she
identified the need for improved Privacy Act instructions and training.
According to the Privacy Act officer, corrective actions were,being
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taken. In January 1986, nns created an ad hoc committee to review the
administration of the Privacy Act and to make recommendations for
improvements. Among the areas planned for review were computer
matching, computer security, and the compatibility of mis procedures
with OMB guidance. On April 17, 1986, mis officials told us that the com-
mittee was in the process of determining how to meet the review
requirements contained in OMB Circular No. A-130.

4 5
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Conclusions The Privacy Act of 1974 is the principal statute aimed at balancing the
privacy protection rights of individuals with the information needs of
federal agencies in conducting government business. As such, it assures
individuals that records about themselves will be safeguarded and kept
confidential. The act also places disclosure, recordkeeping, and safe-
guarding requirements on federal agencies.

During the years since the act's passage, the number of gov,!rnment-held
records has increased dramatically, and more records are automated
each year. Automated records and the proliferation of microcomputers
expand the uses and access to personal records and, thus present diffi-
cult privacy challenges that call for greater attention to Privacy Act
requirements. However, the executive branch has not emphasized over-
sight of the Privacy Act. To fulfill its responsibilities under the act, OMB
has adopted a reactive approach to oversight. Although this approach
depends partially on following up on information provided by agencies
for OMB'S annual report to the Congress, 3 years elapsed between the
publication of OMB'S 1981 report and the December 1985 publication of
the combined Privacy Act report for 1982 and 1983. The fact that OMB
still has not published reports for 1984 or 1985 reflects the low priority
it has given this program. At the same time, agencies have not empha-
sized oversight of their own.

Privacy Act activities are widely dispersed throughout agencies and
their components. Consequently, the organizational structures estab-
lished by agencies are decentralized in nature with primary reliance for
compliance placed with local units that maintain and use individual sys-
tems of records. Given this decentralized approach, basic management
tenets suggest the need for clear delegations that assign responsibility
and establish accountability as well as a central focal point to monitor
and oversee the law's implementation. Our analysis showed that this has
generally not been achieved.

Agency directives and other memoranda that describe delegations for
implementing the Privacy Act are unclear as well as incomplete. Of the
14 agencies reviewed, three did not have directives which formally dele-
gated responsibilities. The remaining 11 delegated responsibilities
through agency directives but did not address all Privacy Act
provisions.

The role and functions of' agency Privacy Act officers are less than
needed to effectively coordinate and oversee the implementation of the
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act. We found that significant functions such as ensuring compliance
and necessary Privacy Act training were not always assigned.

Our detailed audit work at six agencies illustrated the need for closer
attention to Privacy Act activities. Management in these agencies has
been less than aggressive in reviewing initiatives to create new systems
of records subject to the Privacy Act as well as decisions to automate
existing systems. While OMB calls for detailed analyses to be conducted
on potential risks and needed safeguards for new systems of records, we
found they were rarely prepared by agency program staff. Privacy Act
officers seldom inquired about risk assessments.

Although computer matching is one of the most controversial activities
generating privacy concerns, agencies (1) did not have current, complete
data on the extent of matching programs, (2) did not always follow
om's matching guidelines, and (3) differed in interpretation of the
matching guidelines as to whether programs nueded to be reported to
OMB. In addition, two component agencies exonpted their matching pro-
grams from OMB's guidelines. We found no c. 'Ince that OMB was previ-
ously aware of these discrepancies. The Pr. 25, Act officers were not
always involved in computer matching activities.

While OMB guidance emphasizes the need to provide Privacy Act training
to all personnel who handle Privacy Act records, agencies need a more
systematic means to assess or provide for training. Given our findings
that Privacy Act requirements and OMB guidelines are not being consist-
ently followed in the areas of computer matching, risk assessments, and
system automations, the need for agency personnel to become more
aware of these requirements and guidelines is apparent.

In addition, the six agencies have not established systematic approaches
for conducting compliance evaluations and providing management with
feedback on Privacy Act activities. Privacy Act officers told us they do
not have the resources to conduct evaluations themselves.

The pervasiveness of such shortcomings leads us to conclude that Pri-
vacy Act operations need a cohesive, articulated program aimed at
assuring that such activities are conducted in full compliance with OMB
guidance and the act's provisions. In our opinion, without more active
involvement and monitoring by both OMB and agencies, there will be less
than full assurance that Privacy Act functions are carried out in a
manner that protects the privacy rights of individuals and balances
these rights with the information needs of federal agencies.

4?
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Recommendations

oma is currently planning to conduct a comprehensive review of its 1975
guidehnes on implementing the Privacy Act. We believe this effort is
imely in light of our findings. Revised guidelines with proper moni-

toring and oversight can address many of the needed improvements and
emphasize the management responsibilities for implementing the act.
But the full potential effect of revised guidelines, as well as Circular No.
A-130, may not be realized without OMB leadership and active OMB
oversight.

Because of omil's key role in managing executive branch operations and
in light of the responsibilities assigned OMB by the Privacy Act, we rec-
ommend that the Director, OMB, actively oversee agencies' !mplementa-
don of the Privacy Act. This would entail following up penodically to
ensure agencies' adherence to Circular No. A-130 and other OMB

guidance.

Because needed changes will require strong leadership by agencies, we
also recommend that OMB direct agencies to

review and update (or in some cases, prepare) directives that clearly
delegate responsibilities and establish accountability for all Privacy Act
functions;
specifically assign to the Privacy Act officers coordinating responsibili-
ties for all Privacy Act activities and ensure that Privacy Act officers
have the resources to fulfill these responsibilities;
systematically assess and provide for Privacy Act training to assure
that personnel are aware of Privacy Act requirements and OMB guidance
pertaining to such functions as conducting detailed risk assessments,
automating systems of records, and conducting computer matching pro-
grams; and
assign responsibility for evaluating Privacy Act operations and moni-
toring implementation of any recommended improvements.

We also recommend that the Director, OMB, review and clarify OMB's
guidance to agencies on automated systems of records and computer
matching programs.

Circular No. A-130's guidance on automating systems of records should
provide more specific criteria on when agencies are to prepare a new
system report and notice. This would result in greater consistency
within and among agencies in recognizing the need to provide advance
public notice and reports to OMB and the Congress.
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Computer matching guidelines should specifically state that agencies are
to annually report to OMB all participation in matching programs initi-
ated in prior years but conducted on a recurring basis. This would con-
tribute to more complete data in oNiu's Annual Report to the Congress.
Computer matching guidelines should provide for public notice of com-
puter matching programs conducted by organizations not covered by the
act when Privacy Act systems of records are disclosed by federal
agencies.
Computer matching guidelines should instruct agencies to notify OMB
when, like ms and OCSE, they believe they are exempt from OMB guide-
lines. This would provide OMB with the opportunity to review and
concur.

Agency Comments and
Our Evaluation

OMB said that it found our recommendations to be reasonable and that it
was already working to implement some of them. It additionally pro-
vided several comments which are discussed below.

oms said the report should include a discussion of the Paperwork Reduc-
tion Act of 1980. The Paperwork Reduction Act established a broad
framework for managing federal information resources and integrated
many related functions, including privacy protection. oma also said the
report appeared to confuse the role of the senior agency official for pri-
vacy matters and the working level Privacy Act officer. In a followup
discussion, OMB explained that, because Privacy Act functions are inte-
grated with other information resource management duties, Privacy Act
officers' activities may be supplemented by functions conducted by
other groups such as agency Inspectors General and General Counsels.

We cited the Paperwork Reduction Act in the report. However, we do
not believe OMB's comments are pertinent to our findings or recommen-
dations. Under the Paperwork Reduction Act, oms and agencies continue
their responsibilities for implementing the Privacy Act. In fact, OMB's
1984 annual report under the Paperwork Reduction Act of 1980 stated:

"The Act emphasizes the importance of protecting personal privacy of individuals
against unwarranted intrusions by Federal agencies and strengthens authorities
previously assigned to OMB by the Privacy Act of 1974."

In addition, ma's 1985 Circular No. A-130 entitled, "Management of
Federal Information Resources," which provided a framework for infor-
mation management including the implementation of the Paperwork
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Reduction Act, continued and, in some instances, strengthened agency
Privacy Act responsibilities.

We also agree that other agency activities supplement Privacy Act func-
tions and the activities of the Privacy Act officer. As the report shows,
Privacy Act activities arc widely dispersed and include program staffs
as well as other groups suth as the General Counsel. Rather than solely
focusing on the Privacy Act officer, we worked with this individual as a
focal point and contacted many other groups where either the Privacy
Act officer or agency documentation suggested their involvement. The
fact that many other groups are involved in Privacy Act activities reem-
phasizes, in our opinion, the importance of a coordinating, focal point,
such as the agency Privacy Act officer. These positions were established
and located under the senior agency official for Privacy Act matters to
coordinate Privacy Act implementation in the agency.

OMB said that time spent by Privacy Act officers in administering the
Freedom of Information Act and other disclosure statutes may comple-
ment rather than compete with Privacy Act duties. We clarified the
report to show that, because Privacy Act officers work on thePrivacy
Act part-time, their other duties must compete for time and resources
regardless of whether the other duties are complementary or indepen-
dent of Privacy Act responsibilities.

OMB questioned whether we found a relationsnip between the level of
the Privacy Act officer in the agency and the accomplishment of his or
her duties. We did not attempt to determine such a relationship. Wedid,
however, include Privacy Act officers' locations and grade levels as part
of our overview of how agencies have organized to implement the Pri-
vacy Act.
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Chairman of the Subcommittee on Goverment
Information, Justice, and Agriculture
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WAINNOTON, D.C. 2051%

January 4, 1984

Mr. Charles Bowsher
Comptroller General
General Accounting Office
441 G Street, fil)
Washington, D. C. 20548

Dear Mr. Bowsher:

A .0MAII Of Mood SI ONO
thvil PIN

DAN 110, UK ONO

This Subcommittee recently completed an investigation of
the oversight of the Privacy Act of 19)4 by the Office ot
Management and Budget. The Sub gdn ineommitte,

by the Gomm letsttellera report (Rouse Report 98-455) adopted
Government Operations at the end of the first Se!sion ot this

conclucied that 0m8'5 Privacy

0 effort

Congress. The report generally
Act oversight efforts were deficient atld recomMehded, inter
alia, that there be better government-to Act oversight
and.that there be better repres interests in
government decision making.

-ide Privacy
entatioll of

Some of the problems with OMB's Privacy Act
Act 4,civities at individualalso be characteristic of Frills*

efforts may

notice0 and proposedagencies. The regular review of systeto-

routine uses by the Subcommittee indieq tes that there may be

Privacy

organizational and other shortcomings With the waY that agencies
respond to Privacy Act requirements. While aome

Defense...A-lave model programs,most notably the Department of
other agencies place Privacy Act opereri

agencies--

Ponsibilities
at a low level, fail to give the ageney pri

a meaningful voice, or ineffectivelY coordinate rfivacy Act

onal res

issues among multiple agency comP

_vacy 1,kset officer

assistqoce of the GeneralI would like to enlist the

onentm.

Accounting Office in reviewing the orizational structure andgqo
perationg at major departmentseffectiveness of Privacy Act o

and agencies. The main purpose of thim assignment is to
determine if agencies have accorded sutficient institutional
importance to Privacy Act matters to meet the reqUirements of
the Act.
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Mr. Charles Bownher
January 4, 1984

In addition, I would like GAO to determine if major agencies
are suitably organized to permit identification and consideration
non-Privacy Act privacy issues in the ordinary course of agency
business. My concern is that privacy matters that do not arise
in the context of the Privacy Act ur other specific legislation
relating to privacy are not addressed.

Finally, I would like GAO to review the privacy policy
activities of the National Telecommunications and Information
Administration at the Department of Commerce. NT1A had been
very active with privacy issues prior to 1981, and I want to
know if privacy work is continuing at UTIA and, if not, why
not.

Subcommittee counsel Robert Gellman can provide your staff
with more information and direction with respect to this request.

Sincerely,

Chairm
lenn E is

Enclosure
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Location and Resources of Component Privacy
Act Staff

Agency/component Organizational entity immediate office Grade

12

15

Estimated
Privacy Act

officer')

1

02

eV veers*

Staff

Health and Human Services

0

05(1)

Health Care Financing
Administration

Office of Management and
Budgot

Reports Management Branch

Office of Inspector General Office of Analysis and
Inspection

Management and Operations
Division

Office of the Assistant
Secretary for Personnel
Administration

Office of Poorind
Administration

Division of Porsonnol Policy

12

14

40

40

0

1(1)Public Health Service Office of the Assistant
Secretary for Health

Division of Directives and
Authorities Management

Social Security Administration Office of Operational Policy and
Procedures

Division of Technical
Documents and Privacy 15 .40 8.01(9)

Interior
Bureau of Indian Affairs Officr, of the Commissioner Office of Administration SES 001

Bureau of Mines Management Services Division of Property and
General Services 14 .05 BOW

Bureau of Reclamation Office of Assistant
Commissioner for
Administration

Assistant Commissioner for
Administration

SES .03 .14(2)

Geological Survey Administrative Division Special Programs Section 13 .15 .050 )

Minerals Management Service Office of Administration Records Management Branch 12 .10 0

National Park Service Personnel and Administrative
Services

Administrative Services
Division 15 .02 2 05(1)

Office of Administrative
Services

Division of General Services Division of General Services
14 .01 0

Office of Aircraft Services Office of the Director Office of the Director 8 .o3 0

Office of Inspector General Assistant Inspector General for
Administration

Assistant Inspector General for
Administration 13 .05 .05(1)

Office of Personnel Division of Program
Coordination and Evaluation

Division of Program
Coordination and Evaluation 14 02 0

Office of Surface Mining
Reclamation and Enforcement

Directorate of Budget and
Administration

Division of Personnel
SES 05 .20(1)

Office of Youth Programs Administration Division Associate Director for
Administration 15 01 .01(1)

United States Fish and Wildlife
Service

Office of Assistant Director-
Administration

Regulations and Management
Review Branch 14 01 .04(2)

Justice
Bureau of Prisons Office of General Counsel Office of General Counsel 13 .40 .75(1)

Civil Division Office of Deputy Msistant
Attorney General, Office of
Immigration Litigation, Office of
Consumer Litigation, Executive
Office, and Freedom of
Information and Privacy Acts
Unit

Freedom of Information and
Privacy Acts Unit

13 .30 .90(3)

5 3
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Agency/component
Civil Rights Division-
Executive Of lice for U S
Attorneys
Immigration and Naturalization
Service

Land and Natural Resources
Division

Office of Information and
Privacy

United States Marshals Service
_

Uibor
Ellolayment Standards
Administration°

Office of Inspector General

Office of the Assistant
Secretary for Administration
and Management°
Treasury
Bur eau of the 10-1-Jblic Debt

Ailtwadii II
011 ait Ilewliocr. ebiatNiiii.iit

roimcv A.'t at f

Organizational entity
Lxecutive Office

Legal Servicen Division

Office of the Associate
Commissioner. Information
Systems

Office of Deputy Assistant
Attorney General

_

Office of Information and
Privacy

Office of Legal Counsel

Office of Management,
Administration and Planning

Office of Inspector-General

Directorate of Information
Resources Management

Immediate office
reedorri of Information/

Privacy Acts Branch
_ . _ _

Legal Services Division

Information Services Branch

Policy, Legislation and Speil
Litigation Section

Office of Information and
Privacy

Freedom of Information/
Privacy Act Office

Branch of Office Services

Office of Inspector General

Office of Information
Management

Office of the Commissioner Office of the Commissioner
Internal Revenue Service Associate Commissioner for

Policy and Management
Office of Inspector General Office of Inspector General

Disclosure and Security
Division

Office of the Director for
Administration

Office of the Comptroller of the Office of the Chief Counsel Legal Advisory Services
Currency' Division

Deputy Comptroller for Industry Communications Division
and Public Affairs

U.S. Customs Service Office of Commercial
Operations

Vateraas Administration
Department of Medicine and
Surgery

Disclosure Law Branch

Office of the Assistant Chief Medical Administration Service
Medical Director for
Administration

Department of Veterans
Benefit

Administrative Services Staff Administrative Services Staff

Office or Inspector General

1=1101

Office of Assistant Inspector
General for Policy, Planning
and Resources

Policies and Procedures
Division

Page 55 5 4

()rade

_ EIlirPel@detA!! YVAre
Privacy Act

officer', Stott

1 40 4 3S(9)

15 20 1 15(9)

14 50 3 10(14)

15 01 03(2)

15 20 30427)

14 95 1 50(3)

12 05 02(2)
14 10 io(1)

13 01 0_ .
14 .10 .111m

SES 05 30,

_ 12 BO°

14 20

13 03 03(1)

15 25 2 50(5)

SES 05 .55(2)

14 .15 1 40(6)

SES 05 75(2)
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Appendix U
Location and Resources of Component
Privacy Act Staff

°The first column represents the Privacy Act officer's time spent on Privacy Act functions; the second
column represents the staff's estimated time spent; and the number in parentheses is the total number
of staff available.

bidentified by the agencies as being the focal point for Privacy Act coordination and/or oversight. These
individuals have various titles. For purposes of this report we refer to them as component Privacy Act
officers.

`Does not include resources devoted to access and disclosure requests by discloture officers.

dFigures include Privacy Act officer and immediate staff. However, according to an IRS official, the time
for the Privacy Act officer and staff in the National Office and field locations cannot be appropriately
broken down between Privacy Act duties; related activities which support, duplicate, or supplement the
Privacy Act; and privacy issues not covered by the act. Consequently, the full operation involves an
estimated 292 staff years.

°Includes Freedom of Information Act duties. Privacy Act officer said she could not separate these from
Privacy Act duties since all first-person requests involve both acts.

tAt the Office of the Comptroller of the Currency, no single Privacy Act officer has been formally desig-
nated. Legal and administrative responsibilities are assigned to a senior attorney and a public affairs

specialist, respectively.
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Comments From the Office of Management
and Budget

'TIV1111111111

EXECUTIVE OFFICE OFTHE PRESIDENT
OFFICE OF MANAGEMENT AND BUDGET

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20603

JUN 2 3 1986

Mr. William J. Anderson
Director
United States General
Accounting Office

Washington, D.C. 20548

Dear Mr. Anderson:

This is to confirm and reiterate the analysis of your draft
report, "Privacy Act: Federal Agencies' Implementation Can Be
Improved," provided to your staff orally by Robert N. Veeder ot
my staff.

The main points we wish to emphasize are these:

o The report-does not address the effect of the Paperwork
Reduction Act of 1980 on both the agencies'
implementation of the Privacy Act of 1974 and OMB's
oversight responsibilities. We think this is a serious
omission.

o In the discussion of the role of the departmental Privacy
Act officer, the report appears to confuse the role and
responsibilities of the senior official and the working
level privacy officel. Again, we think it is important
to address the Paperwork Reduction Act dimension here.

o In analyzing the percentage of time PA officers spend on
non-privacy matters, we think it is important to note
that the time they spend administering the Freedom of
Information Act or other similar disclosure or
confidentiality statutes is time spent in a complementing
and not necessarily competing activity.

o We also think that the section analyzing the role of the
Privacy Act officer needs a bottom line: is there a
relationship between the level of the PA officer and the
accomplishment of his or her duties? We also note
parenthetically that the report, in focusing solely on
the PA offictx, misses opportunities to document other
ways in which the Act is implemented - i.e., what is the
role of the Inspector Coneral or the General Counsel?
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and Budget

As to the recommendations, we think they are reasonable in light
of the report's findings. Some, in fact, we have been working to
implement.

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the draft.

Sincerely,

)64.
Wendy L. Gramm
Administrator for Information

and Regulatory Affairs
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Glossary

Computer Matching
Program

Not address^d by the Privacy Act, but OMB defines it as "a procedure in
which a computer is used to compare two or more automated systems of
records or a system of records with a set of non-Federal records to find
individuals who are common to more than one system or set. The proce-
dure includes all of the steps associated with the matching program,
including obtaining the records to be matched, actual use of the com-
puter, administrative and investigative action on the hits, and the dispo-
sition of the personal records maintained in connection with the
program. It should be noted that a single matching program may involve
several matches among a number of participants."

Hit Defined by oms as the identification, through a matching program, of a
specific individual.

Matching Agency Defined by OMB as the federal agency which actually performs tfle
matching program.

Notice of Match OMB matching guidelines call for matching agencies to publish in the Fed-
eral Regster a brief notice describing the matching program which
includes the following items.

1. The legal authority under which the program is being conducted.

2. A description of the matching program including whether the pro-
gram is one time or continuing, the organizations involved, the pur-
pose(s) for which the program is being conducted, and the procedures to
be used in matching and following up on the "hits."

3. A complete description of the personal records to be matched,
including the sources(s), system of records identifying data, date(s) and
page number(s) of the mcst recent Federal Register full text publication
where appropriate.

4. The projected start and ending dates of the matching program.

5. The security safeguards to be used to protect against unauthorized
access or disclosure of the personal records.
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6. Plans for disposition of the source records and "hits." Agencies
should send a copy of this notice to the Congress and to the Office of
Management and Budget at the same time it is sent to the Federal
Register.

Defined by the Privacy Act as "any item, collection, or grouping of
information about an individual that is maintained by an agency,
including, but not limited to, his education, financial transactions, med-
ical history, and criminal or employment history and that contains his
name, or the identifying number, symbol, or other identifying particular
assigned to the indiv idual, such ;.,)s a finger or voice print or a
photograph."

In its Circular No. A-130, OMB established criteria for agencies to dete:
mine when a RONS must be submitted to c and the Congress. OMB also
specified the content of the report to include a brief narrative statement
which (1) describes the purpose of the system, (2) identifies the
authority for maintaining the system, (3) provides the agency's evalua-
tion of "the probable or potential effect of such proposal on the privacy
and other personal or property rights of individuals or the disclosure of
information relating to such individuals and its effect on the preserva-
tion of the constitutional principle of federalism and separation of
power" (required by the act), and (4) provides a brief descriptioi of
steps taken by the agency to minimize the risk of unauthorized access to
the system of records including a discussion of higher or lower risk
alternatives which were considered for meeting the requireineA.ts of the
system. A more detailed assessment of the risks and specific administra-
tive, technical, procedural, and physical safeguards established is to be
made available upon request.

OMB requires that a Report on New System include a brief description of
steps taken by the agency to minimize the risk of unauthorized access to
the system of records. A more detailed assessment of the risks and spe-
cific administrative, technical, procedural, and physical safeguards
established is to be made Pvailable upon request.

Defined by the Privacy Act as "with respect to the disclosure of a
record, the use of such record for a purpose which is compatible with
the purpose for which it was collected."
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Safeguards

Gio Hoary

The Privacy Act requires agencies to "establish appropriate administra-
tive, technical, and physical safeguards to insure the security and confi-
dentiality of records and to protect against any anticipated threats or
hazards to their security or integrity which could result in substantial
harm, embarrassment, inconvenience, or unfairness to any individual on
whom information is maintained."

,.
Source Agency Defined by OMB as the federal agency which discloses records from a

system of records to be used in a computer matching program.

System Notice The Privacy Act requires each agency to publish in the Federal Register
a notice of the existence of each system of records which includes:

1. the name and location of the system;

2. the categories of individuals on whom records are maintained;

3. categories of records;

4. routine uses;

5. agency policies and Practices for storage, retrievability, access con-
trol, and disposal of records;

6. the title and business address of the agency official responsible for
the system;

7. procedures for notifying individuals of records maintained on them;

8. agency procedures on how individuals may gain access to records
kept on them in a system of records; and

9. categories of sources of records in the system.

System of Records Defined by the Privacy Act as a "group of any records under the control
of any agency from which information is retrieved by the name of the
individual or by some identifying number, symbol, or other identifying
particular assigned to the individual."
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Written Agreements min matching guidelines state "prior to disclosing to either a Federal or
non-Federal entity, the source agency should require the matcl.ing
entity to agree in writing to certain conditions governing the use of the
matching file, e.g.: that the matching file will remain the property of the
source agency and be returned at the end of the matching program (or
destroyed as appropriate); that the file will be used and accessed only to
match the file(s) previously agreed to; that it will not be used to extract
information concerning 'non-hit' individuals for any purpose; and that it
will not be duplicated or disseminated within or outside the matching
agency unless authorized in writing by the source agency."
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Requests for copies of ono reports should be sent to:

U.S. General Accounting Office
Post Office Box 6015
Gaithersburg, Maryland 20877

Telephone 202-275-6241

The first five copies of each report are free. Additional copies are
$2.00 each.

There is a 25% discount on orders for 100 or more copies mailed to a
single address.

Orders must be prepaid by cash or by check or money order made out to
the Superintendent of Documents.


